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I    LOCATION AND TOPOGRAPHY 

!•    Geographic Location;    Vance Air Force Base Is located at 36* 20" 

north latitude and 97* 54" west longitude.    It Is four miles southwest 

of  the City of Enid In north central Oklahoma.    The field elevation Is 

1307 feet above sea  level with  the ground sloping upward to the west 

toward  the Rockies,  and slowly downward to the east  (Figure 1). 

2-    Topography and Oroaraphlc Effects;    There are several large 

topographical features that affect the weather at Vance Air Force Base. 

These Include; 

a.    Gulf of Mexico;    The Gulf of Mexico is  located 500 nautical 

miles to the south and acts as a moisture source for the central plains. 

From late fall to early spring,  stratus is often advected Into central 

Oklahoma by south to southeasterly winds  (or return flow) caused by 

migratory high pressure cells setting up in the eastern US.    As the low 

level Jet becomes stronger at night, the stratus  is often advected In 

during early morning hours and gradually lifts and clears out by early 

afternoon and then returns shortly after sunset.     If quasl-convectlve, 

it will dissipate at sunset but reform as stratus before midnight. 

b'    Rocky Mountains;     The Rocky Mountains are located  300 nautical 

miles  to the west of Vance.    They are most Instrumental  In the formation 

of  the Colorado Low.    When a cP air mass breaks southward  through Montana 

and  the Dakotas,   the Rockies act as a dam on Its western edge proclucinR 

a  funnel effect between the  low to the east and   the mountains to  the west. 

This results in accelerated southward movement of  the air mass  through  the 

north centra]  plains Into this area. 
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c. High Plains;     The regions of southwest Texas, northern Mexico, 

and southeastern New Mexico are generally a semi-arid high plateau 

ret. on.    This area acts as a source of dry air and occasionally dust 

for this station.    In spring - early summer,   this dry air on encounter- 

tnf, moist gulf air further east frequently forms a "dry line" or "dew 

liolnl  from" in eastern New Mexico or the Texas panhandle trlKgerlnR 

severe Ihumlerslorros  that occasionally reach  the Vance AFB area. 

VeRetation In  this refilon,  however, has been increasln« in the past  few 

years,   thus reducing  its significance as a dust source. 

d. Local Terrain  (Figure 2);    The terrain within a radius of 

100 nautical miles of Vance AFB consists of gently rolling plains which 

rise gradually to the southwest, west, and northwest, and drop to the 

southeast, east, and northeast  (Fig 3).    The meaning of this is that, 

although there are no small-scale local features which profoundly affect 

the weather at Vance,   there is a large-scale orographlc upslope pattern 

which favors fog and stratus formation with moist,  easterly winds. 

3.    Local Atmospheric Pollution (Figure 2); 

a.    Airborne Dust;    About the only significant restriction to visibi- 

lity of a non-liquid nature occurring at Vance AFB Is airborne dust.    Hie 

source of much of  the dust is the high plains region mentioned  In  2c. 

However,  with  increasing vegetation in the high plains,  possibly due  to 

Increased irrigation,   the significance of  this region as a source of air- 

borne dust may be diminishing.    Generally,   the airborne dust  at Vance AFB 

occurs under three different situations.    One,  occurring primarily Feb- 

ruary  through April   (occasionally  in  the Fall  - October  - December)   is 
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the  passage of  a  strong,   deep  low pressure  system within  a region of 

150 nantu-.il   mi los  to  the  north   to about  80 miles  to  the south of 

VaiKo Al'li.     Several   fronts  are  usually  Involved  In  such a  system  (See 

riRiire  M.    The airborne dust  is usually brought  into the Vance AFB 

area   in   the strong  southwesterly winds   to the  south and  southwest  of 

the   low coiiur.    The dust  may  persist  for several  hours.     In recent 

voars,   howevor,   visibilities  have  rarely gone below  2 miles with  these 

syslonis.     The  sec OIK!   type  occurs when a  strong cold   front  passes  through 

Vance AI'H after  approaching   from  the north or  northwest.     Usually,   such 

I routs   are characterised   by   gusts  or  squalls  behind   the   front   In excess 

of   .'id  luiots ami  verv strong  pressure  rises.     These   fronts  have  some- 

limes  tuen seen as a  "wall   of  dust" advancing  from  the north-northwest 

to  south-southeast   across  Kansas.     The  final airborne  dust  producer at 

Vance  M'H  is   the  thunderstorm  (Mar  - Sep).     Dust  produced  by squall-line 

or frontal   thunderstorms,  while sometimes causing very   low visibilities, 

is  not   verv  common and   Is  of  very  short  duration,   seldom  persisting more 

than   i() minutes.     With   "alrmnss"  thunderstorm conditions  and dry  terrain, 

airborne  dust  affecting Vance AFB may be  produced by any   thunderstorm of 

imulerate or greater   inlensltv  within  30 miles  of   the  station.    Visibili- 

ties  mav  he  reduced  to  near   zero  with  reduced visibilities  persisting 

is   lonj;  as  ')()  minutes. 

I>.     Smoke:     Smoke   Is  not  a significant   factor   in   the   terminal weather 

at  Van* e Alii,   having  been  carried  as an obstruction  to visibility only 

twice   in   the   period  Dec   fiA  -  Nov   69.     There are,   however,   numerous 

"smudge   pits"   (places where  excess   low-grade  crude oil   "mud"  Is burned) 
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located  In uil  fields  to the west and south of Vance AFB,  and  these 

create smoke which  Is sometimes carried as "K LYR SW-W" on observations 

on clear  days when  the wind   is  not  too strong.     The  principal  metropolis 

in  the area  is Okl.ihoma City with a population of   360,000 and  centered 

Sh naiillcal  miles  south-southeast of  the station.     This city has several 

1 U'.hi  ami iiud iiini-size   industrial  facilities,   but  no major smoke-producinR 

industries.     None the less,   there  is  still   some  haze and  smoke  inherent 

in a  i-itv of   such sl/.e,  mostly from automobile  pollution.    Occasionally 

.1 wind  from south-southeast will transport  the haze and smoke northward 

reducint' visibility slightly at Vance AFB,  but seldom below 10 miles 

(it   is sinnlfleant   to note,   however,   that  In the  two occurrences of 

smoke as an obstruction to visibility the winds were from 140* and  160°). 

The only other  potential  smoke pollution source  Is   the Champlin Refinery 

located  on the northeast  outskirts of  Enid,   5 miles northeast of the 

station.     I'll is plant  produces very little smoke,   and Its pollution Is 

mainly olfactory.     In very cold weather,   this plant produces a good 

deal   of   steam or  cold   fog. 

4.     I'hystcal   Exposure of  the Weather Station and Equipment  (Figure 5); 

a.     liase Weather  Station!     The Base Weather  Station  (BWS)  Is 

located   in  the  southeast wing of  the  Base Operations   Building   (T-156). 

This  hnildini;  is situated  on  the east  side  of   the  runway  complex.     The 

only window  in  the  BWS  is  the glass doorway on its south side.    This 

window offers a   fairly good view of   the southeast  quadrant,   except 

that   hangars and   low  buildings completely block   the horizon and sky 

below  S"   elevation. 
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b.    Representative Observation Site;     The Representative Observation 

Site  (ROS)   Is a cab located about one-third  the way up the control  tower, 

)2 feet above the ground.    This tower is  located on the east edge of  the 

Cliplil  line apron between  the Base Operations  BuildlnR and  the east  taxi- 

way.    This ROS has extensive window areas affording  the observer a  fine 

view of   the  sky  on  the  south,  west,   and   north sides.    For an excellent 

view of  the eastern sky,   the observer need only walk out the door  to 

the catwalk   located  on the east side of  the ROS.    The view of  the horizon 

is Rood with  the exception of small  sections  to  the north-northeast and 

south-southeast which are blocked by hangars,   550 feet and  225 feet away, 

respectively,  and a section to the east-northeast which Is blocked by a 

low ridRe  1   1/2 miles away.     Instrument deployment within this ROS is 

good.    Visibility markers  range upwards  of   11 miles at night and  30 miles 

in il.iytime.    Night  time visibility at  the ROS  is sometimes hampered by 

the  proximity of  apron and   ramp  lights. 

v.     Instrumentation  (Figure  5):     The  transmitter AN/TMQ-11  Temperature/ 

Humidity Measuring  Set  is   located  on the   landing  field   200  feet  west of 

the   inside runway   ( i5R  -  17L)  and  between  the  two center  east-west  taxi 

strips.     The  indicator  for   the AN/TMQ-11  is   located  inside  the ROS  cab. 

The AN/CMQ-ll  Wind Measuring Set  transmitter  is   located  220  feet due west 

„f   the AN/TMQ-11   transmitter.    The recorder   for   the AN/CMQ-ll   is  located 

insulr the ROS nab with additional non-recording  indicators  located  in 

the BWS, RAPCON and   the control  tower.     The AN/C,MQ-10 Transmlssometer 

complex   is   located about   1300 feet  northeast  of   the approach  end  of 

runway   SU with  a  500  toot baseline.    The AN/FMN-1  Runway Visual   Range 
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Computor   (.1  ioni|>iitcrl/.ed   rendout  of   the AN/OMQ-JO),   ns well   ;IK  ,-I 

recorder   for  the AN/CMQ-IO,   are  located   in the ROS  cab.     The AN/GMO-IJA 

ceilometer detector is  located  3570 feet south of  the approach end of 

runway  35L and  the projector  Is  located 400 feet south of  the detector. 

The  elevation of  this  complex  is  32  feet  lower   than  field  elevation, 

but   this difference is accounted  for   by  the observer  when he measures 

cloud  heights.     The indicator   for  the AN/GMQ-13A  is   located   inside  the 

ROS  cab.    A standard  eight-inch   (ML-17)   rain gage  is   located   50  feet 

cast-southeast  of  the weather  station.     This gage  is   fairly well   exposed 

to  the west,   north,  and  east,   but somewhat sheltered  by  the Base Opera- 

tions  Building and other  low buildings  located  50 feet northeast,   70 feet 

southeast,  and 80 feet south.    A barograph, ML-563A/UM,  and altimeter 

(aneroid) ML-102 are located  In the ROS.    An ML 512/GM mercurial baro- 

meter  is located  in the BWS. 

d. Radar;     The radar equipment in operation at Det 15 is  the 

AN/FPS-77  Storm Detection Radar.    Its  antenna,  RTO unit and  70 foot 

tower are located 400 feet south-southeast of  the weather station.    Its 

radial extent of  coverage Is excellent except for a  narrow 1°   "blind 

spot"   to  the  east   (probably  caused by  the water   tower).     The  console 

for   this  radar  Is  located   inside  the  forecasting section of   the weather 

station and   Is so situated   that  its  PPI  scope  is visible  to  pilots being 

briefed. 

e. Communications:    The ROS has  "hotline"  telephone contacts with 

RAPCON,   control   tower,   and  the  BWS,  as well as  a  class  "C"  telephone 

with  an  unlisted  number.    The ROS also  has a send-recelve electrowrltcr 
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with connections  to  the BUS,  Base Operations,  control tower. Command Post, 

RAPCON,   J575tli PTS,   357filh PTS,  and Det U,  «3 ARRSq.    The electrowrltcr 

in   llu'  DWS   is ;I1HO  senil-recelve unit with  communications   to all  aforeraen- 

tiomd  at-iMicios   including  the ROS.     The ROS also has  an  Intercom connect- 

ing   it with  BASOPS,   BWS, and  the Command Post.    In addition to the afore- 

mentioned electrowriter  linkages,   the BWS has  intercom communications 

with Dc-t   14,  Vi ARRSq;  Stan Board,   the ROS,   3575th PTS,   3576th PTS, 

Command  Post,   Base  Operations,  DCO,   and Transient Alert.     The BWS also 

lias  "hotline"  telephone contacts with the Wing Commander,  Control Tower, 

RAPCON,  ROS.   357 5th PTS SOF,   3576th PTS SOF,  and the civilian T-41 

contractor   located  at Woodrlng Airport.     In addition,   the  BWS has a 

dual  "hotline"  telephone on  the radar console connecting  it  simultaneously 

lo 357 5tli  PTS and  3576th PTS for  transmission of RAREPs and hourly sequences. 

Teletype communications include:     Comet I   (receive),   located  In the fore- 

raster's counter  in  the BWS;  Comet  I  (send)  located in the ROS;  and 

Comet  II   (send-receive). Comet  III   (receive),  and 8030 located In the 

communications room adjacent  to the  forecast  section In the  BWS.    Two 

NAFAX receivers are also  located   In  this  room. 
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IT WEATOER CONTROLS 

1.    Major Syiioptic Features: 

Vance AFB, Oklahoma,   Is  located near a  region of very frequent 

cyclogenesis.    This  is particularly true In the months November through 

May,  when many strong cyclonic storms develop in  SE Colorado,  NE 

New Mexico,   SW Kansas,   or  the Texas-Oklahoma panhandles.     This factor, 

caused by  the induced  troughing in  the lee of the Rocky Mountains, 

makes  long-range forecasting at Vance AFB very difficult.    These 

cyclonic storms usually  form as lows or troughs  in  the aforementioned 

region, well ahead of a frontal or trough system and remain stationary 

and continue to develop until the parent system catches up with it. 

Once developed,  these storms usually move rapidly due east through 

Kansas or Oklahoma,   then northeast toward the Great Lakes  (See Figure 4), 

Vance AFB is also located in a region of frequent severe thunder- 

storm development in the months March - June and  in September and is 

near  the southwest end of what meteorologists often call "tornado alley" 

(See Figure 6).    The most persistent airmass  in  this area is of tropical 

orlRln.    This is particularly true in the sunnier and early fall when 

the  »ermudn  ridge  Is  strongly developed into the Culf coastal  region 

and  the thermal  low is developed over Old Mexico and  the southwcBtern 

United States.    Even in mid-winter,  when the air mass near  the surface 

often Is of  polar origin,   it  is frequently shallow with a  tropic airmass 

immediately over it.     Surface winds at Vance when a  tropic airmass  is 

present are usually southerly.    An easterly  component of this southerly 
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wind  tends to advect Gulf moisture and a moist Maritime Tropic Alrmass 

usually prevails.    At such  times,  fog,   low stratus,  precipitation,   and 

thundorstorms   (especially in  spring -  early  sunrier  and   In early   fall 

when approaching  fronts and   troughs create pre-frontal   squall   lines) 

become more likely.     A westerly component  on  this southerly wind, 

especially  in  the  sumn.crtlme,   often  (but by  no means always)  advects 

a dryer Continental Tropic Alrmass Into the Vance AFB area,  bringing 

with  it dry,  fair weather. 

From Aivust to March,  the surface water of  the Gulf of Mexico  Is 

much wanner than the ambient overriding air.    As a result, alrmasses 

with a  trajectory over the Gulf during  these months gain considerable 

moisture In their  lower  levels.    When southerly winds move these nlrmasses 

Inland  over cooler   land  surfaces  they  become  stabilized,   producing   fog 

find   low overcast stratus which,  as was previously stated  In Section   I, 

Pnra  2a.,  often advects  Into  this area. 

Many of   the Continental  Polar  cold   fronts   (excepting  those of moderate 

or greater strengths)  which move into  this area  southeastward  down  the 

eastern slope of  the Rockies   (refer to  the "funnel effect" Section  1, 

Para  2b.) display a pronounced diurnal   effect in their movement.    They 

generally slow down during  the  period  of  daytime heating and speed  up 

at  onset of  nighttime  cooling.     This diurnal   variation can also  be  sein 

on east-west   oriented   quasistationary  fronts   In  Oklahoma or Itinsas. 

During  the period  of  heating,   these  fronts  sometimes   tend  to move  north- 

ward,   possibly due to   frlctlonal effects of  the overrunning south winds, 

and advance southward  during nocturnal cooling,   possibly due to cold-air 
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dralnam-  frrnn mountain slopes. 

At Vance, Continental  Polar  (cP)  frontal passages are often preceded 

a   few hours by Maritime Polar  (tnP)   frontal passage.     Since the Rm-ky 

Mountains usually dry  out   these mP alrmasses below   10,000  feet before 

tlu-y move on to the Great  Plains.     This means  that Continental Polar 

frontal   passte usually   takes place in dry air and  little more than a 

wind  shift  arcompanylng   Us passage.    The  northwest   flow aloft   that 

otten ...companies s jch  a   passage helps to keep   things  dry.     Sometimes, 

however,  Gulf  moisture gets  drawn around  the east  side  of   the low 

accompanying  the front,  overruns  the shallow frontal surface, and follows 

the front   into the Enid area in the form of  low stratus and,  «oinetines, 

ioz.     (Kxamplc VI,   page  11-32). 

Because of  its inland  position,   tropical storms and hurricanes 

sohle™ affect the weather at Vance AFB.    Occasionally,  however, a hurri- 

cane or  tropical  storm will make  landfall on the Gulf coast of Texas or 

the west coast of Old Mexico.    The disturbance  then usually moves Inland 

as a well-developed but weak and  localized low-pressure center at  the 

surface and a larger-scale disturbance aloft.     In the case of the storm 

.•omlng ashore on rhe Texas Gulf coast,  this disturbance will be accompanied 

l,v   low ceilings and   locally heavy rainfalls.    Winds, however, will  be 

„cKliv;iblo.  having spent  their fury when the storm makes  landfall  and 

the su-rm will  generally  show up only as a  small-scale cyclonic clrcula- 

Uon.     If  a storm makes   its  landfall  on  the western coast of Old Mexico, 

U  will   display similar  characteristics after  crossing  the mountaln-i  of 

Mexico,   except  tint   it  shall  not  be accompanied by  low ceilings or  locally 
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heavy rainfall  unless   low-level moisture  Is already present  In  the area 

east of   the mountains. 

Wlicn warm  air  nt   the mid  levels   enters  the western United   States 

from the  Pacific   IUBh,   part  of   It breaks  off   In  Idaho,   Nevada.   Utah, 

western Colorado,   or northern Arizona  as   the Great  Basin High.     This 

air then staRnates and settles into  this  "basin" and acts as a  block 

to HP  fronts  comins  in  from the  Pacific.     Such  fronts stil]   move   inland 

but are  kept  at  hlKher   latitudes and.   consequently,   do not often affect 

the Vance area.     When this High is present, Vance weather  tends  to be 

quite good.    When a cold airmass does penetrate this High,  it breaks 

down and fronts are able to move directly into this area once again. 

A  low aloft  over the coast of southern California,  creating  south- 

west flow aloft  over Oklahoma,   (a not uncommon situation in winter or 

sprins) often brings middle and upper  level moisture Into the Vance AFB 

area.    When a shallow cP airmass is present at Vance and/or when south- 

erly flow brings  In  low  level Oulf moisture,  several days of   light  rain 

or snow and   low ceilings and visibilities will  result.    The precipitation 

is heavier  if  the  low aloft is slow moving.     If a shallow cP airmass  Is 

present over  Enid  in the wintertime in such a slow low situation,   freezing 

precipitation may result.    If this low moves rapidly,   little precipitation 

may be expected.     Such  fast-moving  lows  are usually accompanied  by  a 

fast-moving MP cold front. 

It  Is noteworthy In Figure 20 that  the months of greatest  rainfall 

accumulation are April - September.    This  is also  the period  of  greatest 

thunderstorm activity.     In this period,  approaching frontal  systems often 
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trinH't"  ■•> Ki'i'-it  <Jt';>l  (,r   thunderstorm activity in  the form of pre-frontal 

squ;ill   linos.     In  Hie remainder of  the year  (October - March), most 

precipitation  Is  caused  by overrunninR of  shallow cP alrmasses lying 

over   (he Cre.it   Philns,   either   from  the Gulf of Mexico at   lower   levels 

(below   10,000 fl),  or  from  the Pacific Ocean at middle and high levels 

fihnve   10,000   ft),   or   from  both  sources. 

As  Vance ArB   is  located   In a  relatively dry  subsoil  region,  nocturnal 

rv.ipor.it ion  from  the soil   is weak.    Therefore,   radiation  fogs at Vance 

.ire   inf ret|iient  ami  of  short  duration,  usually burning  off  by mid  or 

I ale morning.    FORS associated with fronts,  on  the other hand, are 

fairly persistent,  and,   in  the wintertime,  rather  frequent.    These occur, 

usualIv  following a slow moving cold front,  ahead of a warm front,  or 

nnr'.n  of a quasistationary front.    Thus  the visibility at Vance AFB is 

not  as  much of a  problem as at other bases, averaging  10 miles or more 

82.V;.'.  of   Hie   time. 

The  following   is a more seasonal breakdown of  the weather controls 

at   Vance  AFK. 

'J .     Fa 11 Weather Controls; 

Fall   is generally a  period of  transition from summer to winter and 

mav properly he divided   Into  two periods:    early  fall  (September  through 

early Oil ober)  and   late  fall   (mid October  through November). 

In   the early  fall,   summer-type weather still  predominates in  the 

Vaiu-f All'. atVa  with  prevailing  tropic alrmasses,   light   southerly winds, 

hot   temperatures,   cmmi 1 Ifom clouds,  forming late morning and dissipating 

arounl  sunset,   and  an occasional alrmass  thunderstorm.     However,   In  this 
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period,   the Bermuda high begins to retreat eastward, allowing mP and 

cP outbreaks Into this area to become more numerous and to penetrate 

furtluT south Into Texas.    Due to this  Increased  frontal activity and 

the lilnh moJsturi' contonts of  the prevailing mT alrmnsries,   thunderstorm 

activity,   including  the more severe variety,   Increases in  the month  of 

September.    Also,  due  to  the  Increased   frontal  activity.   Is an  increase 

of  the avernge wind  velocity at Vance. 

In   the   l;Ue  fall,   mP and cP airnvisscs become more prevalent  and 

thunderstorm activity  is inhibited,  except when associated with   the 

stronger frontal systems.    Severe thunderstorm and tornadlc activity 

drops sharply and  remains negligible through mid March.     In this  period, 

frontal systems become stronger,  move more rapidly, and,  especially  In 

November,  can have very strong surface winds associated with them.    Such 

systems,  moreover,   tend  to have increased blowing dust and  turbulence 

hazards associated. 

One  type of  predominant frontal system in the fall  (and occasionally 

in springtime)   is a mP  front which enters  the United States  from the 

Northwest and approaches  this station from the northwest,  oriented 

northeast-southwest   (Figure 7).     The parent  low of such  a  system will 

usually  travel  across southern Canada or the northern part of  the United 

States.     This  front rarely produces more  than high or middle cloudiness. 

However,  when  the alrmass ahead of  the  front  is  sufficiently moist  and 

unstable,   these  fronts will  set  off  squall  lines  through   this area. 

The problem at   this station is  to determine  if   the squall   line will 

develop east or west of  this  location.     Winds ahead of   these  fronts 
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will  switch  to  tht" soiithv;est before frontal passage,   usually brlnRlng 

in drviT iiir  from tlie Toxaa Panhandle.    In Bltuatlons of  this sort,   the 

sijiiill   line will   Inrra f.ist   ot   this  station,   oven  though moist  air may 

li.iv.   Iici-n prt-si-nt .1  few hours before  frontal passage.    Close observation 

of   the Amarillo and Tinker RAOB's will help determine whether advec.tlon 

of  dry air  from the Texas Panhandle will prevent  thunderstorm formation 

to  tin   west.    Another  indication of dry air advectlon will  be rapidly 

dropping dew  points with   the southwest winds.    Should  these winds have 

poak ciiKts of   thirty-five knots or more,  depending on current soil conru- 

tions  downwind,  moderate blowing dust  is possible.     If  this  situation 

exists,  frontal  passage will bring only a wind shift and improving visibi- 

litios,     (K.x.implo   1,   page   11-17). 

KOK and  stratus  due  to moisture advectlon  from  the Culf   is not   too 

l onimon dnrinn  the early  part  of  tills  period.     As  the season  progresses, 

however,   it   becomes more   frequent and  persistent.     If,  as was mentioned 

in   the   introdu. tory  portion  of   this  section,   this  stratus  gets drawn 

around  the CMS  ern  side of  a   low  pressure center on  a cP front approach- 

ing  from the  inuHi or  northwest,  the moist air comprising this stratus 

will  overrun  the shallow frontal surface and will  follow the front  into 

the  Knid area  in  the  form of   low stratus and fog.    This is a rather 

( ommon  fall   and wintertime  situation.     (Example VI,   page  11-32). 

Perhaps   the most   important  feature,  however,   of  fall  weather   is   that 

it   is  general lv considered  the most pleasant  time of  the year,  both  for 

human  comfort   and   for  flying operations.    This  is  due,  primarily,   to  a 

t emleiu v of   I ong-wnve  ridges aloft   to remain west  of   this station and 
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tl»'   liMii'.-r.'MD'.t'   IroiicJi .ilofl   lo  n-m.iln f.i.sl   of   HIIK Kl.it Ion.     I'crli.ii»!:   Hie 

^ri'.-iU'sl  pr<>l>lom,   from t\w   f<)ri'< .ISIIT'S  sl.indpolnl,   IK   in  ;i<l Just i nc,   I rmn 

forüi-nstin« cllurnal  variations of a persistent alrmnss to forecastlnK 

a more dynamic  situation in which   the airmass changes much more  frequently. 

1.     Winter Weather  Controls: 

Aircraft hazards during this period  include icing,   low ceilings,  and 

low visibl11 ties due to fog,   rain and  snow. 

By early winter,   polar outbreaks have become quite common with  the 

result  that cP air  or one of  its modifications Is the prevailing airmass 

over  this area during the winter months.     Occasionally, mT air will 

invade  the  region behind a retreating cold front resulting  in periods 

of  unseasonably warm,  humid weather  (Figure 9). 

A common frontal  type during this period is one which moves  through 

from the west oriented north-south  (Figure 8).    The  low associated with 

this  front will usually move through southern Canada or the northern 

part of  the United  States.    These  fronts become ill-defined over  the 

mountains and may be followed best  on the 850 and  700 mb charts.     As 

they pass  the  lee side of  the Rockies,   however,  the front becomes more 

apparent at   the surface.    The forecaster must watch situations of  this 

sort very closely because the front will move eastward rapidly once  It 

has  passed   the mcuntains. 

Weather associated with  this front will usually  consist of  south 

to southeast winds,   low ceilings,   and rain showers,  or,  on rare occasions, 

thunderstorms,  as  the front moves into this area.    Frontal passage will 

bring a wind shift  and rapid clearing  (Example II,  page 11-19).    Fronts of 
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this sort often set off a squall line west of  this station providing  the 

airmass ahead of  the  front Is sufficiently moist and unstable. 

Fronts of  this  type which pass this station nocturnally will often 

prodii.-o  the  following weather in the one-or-more-day period ahead of   it: 

Strains ..ml  fo« due  to moisture advection from the flul f will   form durin« 

llu. morninc.   nr.ulu..! 1 y   lifting and clearing  from  the west   in  the after- 

noon ami  forming  aKain  rapidly at dark.     There will  be  no pree I pi-.ation 

and  rapid .-learlnn will  occur after frontal passage. 

Lows   frequently develop alonB   the  lee of   the Rockies  in advance of 

such  fronts,   or as   they move into  the  lee side  trough  (Figure 9).    This 

low „ill  cause strong southerly winds and rapid moisture advection from 

the Clulf   into  this area.     If  these south  to southeast winds persist   lone, 

mouRh.   low stratus will  move into this area prior to  frontal   passage. 

Those   low ceilings may  he  forecast by watching  the moisture advection 

Lhrour.h stations   in southern Oklahoma and northern Texas.    This   low 

usual Iv   lorms,   as  was  mentioned   in  the   introductory  portion  ol   this 

s.Tlion.   in  south.astern Colorado and moves east-northeast  or  east- 

so.illuas.,   passing   just  north of or right  over  this station.     In a  situa- 

tion  such  as   this,   there will   generally  be   low cloudiness accompanied  l.y 

rain  showers,   or  even,  occasionally,   thunderstorms,  with   frontal   passage, 

lollowo.l  Iw  rapid  clearing and west   to northwest winds.     This  clearing, 

however,   is  normally  only  temporary as   the  low stratus  associated with 

nvcrrunuinr,  on  the  frontal wave advects   Into  this area,  often  followln;. 

ihc  passage  ol   a   secondary  front,  only  one  to  five hours after  frontal 

Tl.o  stratus   (occasionally bearing   light  precipitation) will iiassa/,« 
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persist  In this area until the  low center moves sufficiently far to 

the east  (Iowa,  eastern Missouri,  southern Illinois,  and eastern 

Arkansas).    This persistence  is especially  true  if  the low passes 

south of  Enid and/or moist Gulf air has been advected  to  the east of 

the  low  (Example VI,  page 11-32).    This is the same  type of  low which. 

If  Intense enough,  can produce  low visibilities due  to blowing dust 

and very strong winds.     If  the forecaster is  to receive warning of 

dust-reduced vlsibillties  at   this station,   he must monitor  stutions 

In  the Oklahoma-Texas panhandle. 

Another situation which closely parallels  the above  is  that of a 

low moving into the United  States on the southern California coast, 

traveling across Nevada and New Mexico into the southwestern plains 

states  (Figure 10).    A low such as  this is often associated with a 

very deep  trough aloft over  the western coastal states which makes 

forecasting  its involvement very  difficult.    These systems may sit 

over southern California as  long as a week before moving eastw;ird. 

As with  the aforementioned  front,   these  lows will  become very 

difiese over  the mountains,   but upon passing  the eastern slopes will 

reform and move eastward rapidly.    The problem of  the  forecaster at 

this  station  is  to  predict  the path  of a  low once  It  moves  east of 

the Rockies.     If  the low moves  through northern Texas  or  southern 

Oklahoma,   weather  is about   the  same as  that  of a  Colorado   low moving 

south  of   this station,   consisting of   low ceilings  and moderate  to 

heavy  precipitation.     Should   the   low move   through  southern Texas   in 

the   Brownsville area,   this  station  Is usually  on   the  edge  of   the 
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preripitation,   receiving only middle clouds   (Example IV,  page  11-12). 

A  system which  occurs quite frequently during this period   Is   that 

of  a cold  front entering the United States  through Montana and moving 

rapidly Koutliward   (Figure  11),     (In the sample shown,  the  front moved 

rather slowly,  but  it was a very strong system of  the  type  that occur 

only about  once a winter, but bring the coldest temperatures of  the 

year with   thorn.    Most other  fronts of  this type are weaker but more 

rapiilly  moving.)     Situations  like   this  usually occur when a  500 mb   low 

or minor   trough moves across  the northern United States  (Figure 12) 

uul a   large,  strong polar high is situated In western Canada  (Figure 11). 

As   the   low or wave moves  Into  the Dakotas,   the  front begins moving south- 

ward with  a  speed,   depending  on  the degree of northwesterly   flow behind 

Liu' wave aloft,  as   fast as  forty knots.    Weather with such  fronts 

nciUTally  lonsist.s  of middle and high clouds,  due to  the fact  that  there 

must  he north   to northwesterly  flow aloft over the central  plains  in 

nrik'i   lor   tlicMii  to break rapidly southward.    This northerly  flow cuts off 

Cull   moisloro with   the  result   that   the uirmass  over  this  region  prior   In 

I rout a I   passage   is  very dry.     Strong  northerly winds and  rapidly   falling 

temper.M uros  will   follow  these  fronts.     If  it has  been an extremely  dry 

year,   moderate blowing tlust  can be  expected  for a  short  time  immediately 

alter  frontal   passage.    Visibilities  in northern and western Kansas should 

he monitored   for reduced visibilities.     If, however,  northerly  to north- 

westerlv   flow  is  not occurring aloft,  and  this was  the case  In  the example 

shown   (Kxample V,   page  11-24),     (In  this  case,  southerly   to  southwesterly 

flow  existed  ahead of   the  cutoff   low  in eastern New Mexico,   bringing   in 
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.1  Kreat   <le;il  of  ovi'rrunninß at  lower  U'vcls),   find mdlslnrc   is rxislin;-, 

at   lower  levels,   this system Is preceded and  followed by  low rellingK 

and  fog and sometimes by  light precipitation.    Behind such a front, 

there may also he a band of  freezing precipitation and/or sleet.    A 

Kroat  deal of snow can also be produced by such a system. 

A much-dreaded  situation  Is   the stalling out  of   this  type of   front 

after passing this station,  but before reaching central  or south Texas 

(usually  the San Antonlo-Austln area) caused by southerly or southwesterly 

flow persisting aloft  (frequently from a  low aloft over  the southwestern 

states or over northwest Mexico).    When this occurs,  moist flow from the 

Culf  of Mexico usually exists at  lower levels overrunning the frontal 

surface.     In addition,  such a situation usually produces easterly or 

southeasterly surface flow in this area.    With  the addition of  the Oulf 

moisture,   this will produce persistent fog and stratus  and possible light 

drizzle with very low ceilings and visibilities.     If  the frontal   Inversion 

Is very strong and surface temperatures are below freezing,  sleet or  the 

dreaded freezing drizzle may result.    In January,   1969,   this fog and 

stratus persisted  five days in a row and occurred  in  thirteen out of 

sixteen days in such a situation.    The following January,  about  the same 

thing happened and  low ceilings persisted for a week. 

Small perturbations will usually form on the stationary  front causing 

precipitation In this area.    When a low develops on such a front   In the 

Texas panhandle and moves  eastward  through northern Texas or southern 

Oklahoma,   this station will receive extremely heavy precipitation.    The 

forecaster must  constantly monitor systems  of   this   type  because   frontal 
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movc-mont of only a few miles may greatly affect the weather at this 

station. 

After passage of a cP outbreak cold front, even when southerly 

or soulhwesterly flow does not exist aloft, if the cP alrmass is 

.xlreuulv i-oltl. Instability clouds around 1500 ft AOL, caused by the 

• apUl movomoiU and mixing of cold air over warm ground will follow the 

tront into this area. Forecasting such clouds is quite difficult, and 

Liu- forec.istui- should watch stations in Kansas for their appearance 

prior to moving Into this area.  Precipitation occurring under these 

conditions is usually very light, consisting of snow flurries. 

If a cP outbreak enters the United States through North Dakota or 

r.istward, the main push of cold air will be to the east of this station. 

Tlu'so ironts will soraotlmes back into this area from the northeast, but 

tlieri' is litllo weather associated with them. 

■'i.  Sprinc Wi'atlu-r Controls: 

Spring is a season of strong winds, dust, and violent thunderstorms. 

During the early and into the middle part of this season, the Bermuda 

l,U;li has unt yet become well established over the southeastern states, 

and cold fronts will move through this region fairly strongly. As the 

season progresses into the last half, however, the Bermuda high becomes 

stronger, and .old fronts begin to move very erratically through this 

area.  Kor this reason, spring is perhaps the most difficult season of 

Hie v.ar. so far as  forecasting is concerned.  In the early spring the 

,i' onfhroak from the north is still fairly common, bringing periods of 

vii v cold weather and occasional snow or sleet. As the season progresses, 
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the el' (Hithrc.-ikR  Kr.icliuil ly RIVI- wny  to mP  fronts movini;  in  from  the w<sl 

i)r  northwest.     Thu Colorado  low will  bocome very  Intrnso,  cspoc i.i I I y 

during the  latter part of February  through March,  creating, strong,   nusty 

surface winds  from  the south or south-southwest and  such related hazards 

as   low-level  turbulence and  possible blowing dust. 

Weather with  these  systems  is much  the same as has previously been 

discussed  in  the  fall  and winter seasons,   except  that  thunderstorms 

occur much more  frequently and  tend  to be more violent.    This  is  because 

the airmasses  of   the  northern hemisphere are belntf heated  up.    Most of 

this airmass heating  lakes  place in  the   lower   levels,   especially   in 

the  proximity with   the earth's surface.     Therefore,   airmasses  tend  to 

be a good ('eal  more unstable.    Additionally,   springtime brings greater 

Influxes of air from the Gulf of Mexico so  that warm, moist air  is more 

frequently present  In this area ahead of frontal systems or disturbances 

aloft.    During this season,   the forecaster must  remain continually aware 

of such  things as:     the lifted index,   the existence,  position,  and move- 

ment of  the dry  iinc   (also known as  the "dew-point  front" or  "Marfa  front"). 

Small-scale waves  on a  frontal  system;   the  intersection of  a  squai1-1ino 

(this can mean either an  instability  lino or a  line of  thunderstorm down- 

rush wind shifts)  with a  front; and,  most  important,  any weather detected 

by  the AN/FPS-77  radar. 

Fog and stratus are also a problem during  early spring,  but become 

very rare during  the  latter part of  this season. 

The  frontal  and pressure systems  that occur  In  the spring are very 

similar  to  those   that occur in the  fall.     For a  further discussion on 
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those   systems,   read   the  section on Fall Weather Controls. 

S.     Summer  Weather Controls; 

In  the  summer,   this area   Is almost entirely dominated by  the Bermuda 

hinh,   causing extremely hot days and warm nights.     The prevailinR cloud 

form   is ciiimiliis.     These form  in the  late raorninK  (1600 to 1700Z) and 

ilissipate ,il   sunset.     Height  and cloud cover may  be  forecast by  use of 

the   Skiw T   IOR  I' diagram.     UsinR  the Tinker RAOB,   find   the" CCI, ami   read 

tlir   ti'tiiper.itiirr  wh.Te   I lu' dry  adiabatic   through   the CCI,  inlerserls   the 

iiiri.Hr   isoli.ir.      H   the maximum  temperature of   Ihe  day   is   lorerast   to 

rxcciil   tin'   temperature  taken  from  the Ski*/ T   loj;  f*!   t\wn cumullform 

.iniiJs  slieuUI  be   lOreeast  with  bases at   the heisht  of   the (Xl,.     These 

eleiuls  .ire  generally  seattcred,  but occasionally RO broken  for short 

periods  of   time.     Should   they become overcast,   dissipation wilJ   not  be 

complete   H   sunset  and   ther.    is a good chance of  scattered  thunderstorms 

ilevelnpitiH  around   ()'300/',. 

Celii  I rents   that   approach   this  station during  the summer  Kenernlly 

beceme  stationary.     The   front  will   frequently  remain north of   this station 

ilurinv,   llie day  and  move  southward at  nlRht  as   the usual   diurnal  derrease 

hi   tin   niirl.ice wimls   ahead  of   the  front   takes  place.     There may be   little 

er   no  weal her  associated  with   the   front   in  the  day;   however,   thundcrKtorms 

n.iv   build  at   niKht  when   the  front starts  its  southward movement.     Indlea- 

i ions  of   frontal  movement  may  be obtained  by  pressure  tendencies deep 

behind   the   front   and  considerably  in advance of   it.     Some  fronts will 

oscillate  back and   forth  several  times across   the  station before dissipntinK. 
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*>.     Illustrations and  F.xamples! 

a.    Example  I    (Reference Fig 7):    The front oriented north-south 

moved Into the United States on the Pacific Coast.    As  the low moved 

across Montana and  into North Dakota,   the southern end  lagged behind, 

causing  it  to move into this area with a  northeast  - southwest orionta- 

t inn, 

Miiisturi-   in  the  form of clouds with  hase.s  of   two  lo  llirm'   tliinisaud 

licl   was  pulled   up  from  thc> Gulf   arourd   the  wi-sl   side  of   a  hi^h  nnlericl 

in Alabama.    As  the cloud  deck moved   to a  point about  thirty miles  HOUIII 

of   this station,   the winds aloft,  about one  thousand  feet,  came around 

to the southwest   (2^0 degrees)  at about   thirty knots.    Consequently, 

the   lower cloud deck moved southeast of here.    Strong south-southeasterlv 

winds prevailed on the surface with velocities of  twenty-five knots,   gustln« 

to thirty-nine.    Visibilities were restricted for a time to  five miles In 

locally blowing dust.    The frontal passage brought only nine  thousand  foot 

ceilings and  shifting winds,   however,   low ceilings and  drizzle prevailed 

from Oklahoma City southeastward until  frontal  passage. 

Although   this  system moved  through  In January,   it   Is n  very j'ood 

pxumpli.' of  fall  systems.    This  is also a good  example of   the  fact   that 

systems which  occur most  frequently   In one season may occur at  other   limes 

of  the year. 
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b. Example II  (Reference Fig 8): The front in this example 

moved from the west coast through this area with an almost straight 

north-south orientation.  The low entered the United States through 

Wash I nt; I on and Oregon moving southeastward.  When this low moved 

against the mountains, it degenerated into a trough with several weak 

conters; one in Montana, one in Utah, and one in Mexico. As the front 

moved east of the mountains, the northern-most ]ow became predominant. 

Weather associated with this front consisted of strong south winds 

during the day prior to frontal passage.  Ceilings were generally around 

five hundred feet, and visibilities three to five miles in fog. These 

extremely low visibilities and ceilings were due to several things; a 

cool air mass (temperatures in the lower thirties), moisture advection 

from the Gulf, and moisture from a melting snow cover over this region. 

There was no precipitation at this station; however freezing drizzle 

and snow feJl at Cage, Wichita, and northward through Kansas. Frontal 

passage brought a wind shift to the northwest and rapid clearing. The 

above weather is typical of this type front except that showers or thunder- 

storms will generally precede frontal passage. 

c. Example III  (Reference Fig 9):  The low and accompanying front 

in this example moved into the United States through southern California, 

becoming stationary in that region for several days due to a deep trough 

aloft over the Pacific coastal states. As the system began to move east- 

ward, It became very Ill-defined o.i the surface, however, the 850 and 

700 millibar charts showed the movement very clearly. Upon reaching the 

eastern slope of the Rockies, the low deepened rapidly and began to move 
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eastward In the path shown.    This is not a true Colorado Low in that 

it moved into Colorado from the west coast;  however,   the behavior of 

this system east of   the Rockies and  the weather associated with it   is 

very  typical  of  that   type of  low. 

Low stratus,   fos and drizzle persisted  throughout this region  for 

three days prior  to  frontal passage due to strong moisture advectlon 

from  the Gulf.    Ceilings would  lift somewhat in the morning,  break away 

for a short  time  in  the afternoon, and return at dark.    A very cold cP 

air mass  lay  north of  the stationary front  in southern Kansas.    Severe 

overrunning on this  front caused very  low ceilings with fieezing drizzle 

and snow to persist  throughout northern Kansas and Nebraska.    With  the 

passage of  the mP  front,   this station cleared rapidly.    The secondary 

front  formed as  the  low moved  into central  Kansas.    As this  front moved 

through,  winds shifted  to north-northwest and became very strong,  gusting 

to  thirty-seven knots.    A twelve hundred foot cloud deck moved  In,  gradually 

lowering to  five hundred  feet with drizzle as the trough aloft passed. 

Alter   this,   the ceiling gradually began to rise and clearing began as 

the   low moved  into  northern  Illinois. 

el.     EauJaals  IV     (Reference Fig 10):     This low moved in from the Pacific 

■oast   through southern Arizona and New Mexico.    The  front moved  through 

this  an i from the  north accompanied by severe overrunning which  produced 

low  coiliny.s  and  occasional   rain and  sleet   showers.     Although   this   front 

did   not   licronif  stationary,   its  southward  movement   through central   and 

southorn Oklahoma  was  so  slow that  the weather  produced was   typical  of  a 

stationarv  front.     As   the   low moved   into  the  San Antonio region,   ceilings 
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at this station rose to four thousand feet.    However,  about  twenty 

miles south of here,   low cclllnRS and heavy snow prevailed.     When  the 

low moved  Into southern Mississippi,   it began to deepen rnptflly IwrnuHe 

.1 trough aloft which had been lagging along the  lee side of  the Rockies 

suddenly moved eastward.    The celling lowered  to four hundred feet,  and 

visibility  dropped  to one mile in heavy snow.    This station was right 

on the edge of  the snow and received only one inch.    Oklahoma City and 

stations south and east of here measured as much as eight Co ten Inches. 

This example shows very clearly how the weather at this station can 

be greatly affected by either an upper air trough or the small movement 

of a  frontal  system. 

e.    Example V    (Reference Figures  U, 12,   13,  14,  and  IS): 

The front along the U.S. - Canadian border  (Fig 11) remained virtually 

stationary  for about  four days while the airmass behind the front continued 

to cool and  the front intensified.    The extent of this cooling of the air- 

mass and of   this intensification of  the front is indicated by the very 

Intense  Isotherm ribbon at the 850 mb level through British Columbia, 

Montana,  Wyoming,  and South Dakota  (Fig 13).    Figures  11,   12 and 13 show 

the situation after the Intensification of  the airmass high in southern 

Yukon and northern British Columbia had very slowly pushed  the front 

southward  into the northern v''>tns.    This movement was so gradual, however, 

that  the front may be regarded as stationary. 

A wave aloft at  500 mb  (Fig 12)   (the remains of a system which had 

earlier entered  the United States on the north Pacific coast,  but which 

had  lost   its  identity at the  surface upon crossing the Cascade and  Northern 
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Rocky Mountains) had entered Eastern Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and 

Nt-w Mexico, and into the Mexican state of Chihunhu.-!. The slight north

west t low that existed at levels b<‘low 500 mb over the northern plain:; 

was just enough "spur" tt> begin the southward movc!ment of this very 

powertul airmasB and frontal system.

Ahead of this front, a great deal of moisture was present in the 

form of low stratus and fog in the central and southern plains which 

had advected into this area on southerly flow induced by the low aloft 

over New Mexico (Fig 12). Also induced by this low aloft was a weak 

surface trough along the Texas - New Mexico border (Fig 11). This 

surface trough moved through Vance AFB ahead of the front at 1300Z, 

lb .Ian. The only change this created in the terminal weather, outside 

of the wind shift, was a gradual lowering of the ceiling and visibility 

from around 1000/5 to around 200/3/A probably due to the upslope effect 

of the northeasterly winds behind the trough. The front passed through 

Vance at 15552 accompanied by a wind shift to the north, a sharp increase 

in wind speed, a drop in the temperature (from 39*F at 14Z to 28*F at 

18Z), a sharp pressure rise, but only a slight increase In celling and 

visibility. The stratus persisted for a variety of reasons including: 

the overrunning by the southerly flow ahead of the trough aloft; a slight 

upslope component of the northerly surface wind; PVA aloft; and instability 

<if the very cold air overrunning the warm ground. At 2312Z, freezing 

precipitation, due to some of the factors listed abt>ve including the 

fact tiiat the air overrunning the front was quite warm and above freezing, 

began and accumulated to 0.2" by 1800Z the next day.
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By 0000?,,   18 January 1970  (Figs 14 and 15),   the front had moved 

Hlowly  past   Uu» Rod  River and   the  trough aloft  had movpil  east  nf  here 

ami  nurlliweslerly  flow cxisled  aloft  i>ver  Vanre.    The  fnj'  and  slraliis 

persisted,  however,   due  to continued  northeasterly surface wind  and 

the absence of any overnight drying at   the  low levels.     By mld-mornlng 

on 17 January,   the flow aloft had become more westerly,  allowing more 

overrunning at   lower  levels on the frontal surface and  light  freezing 

precipitation accompanied by occasional  light snow grains began again. 

Not until  the next day did  levels above the front cool so that  snow 

could occur.    Due to  the persistence of  the front to the west and south 

of Vanre,  post  frontal  clearing did not occur  until 21 January,  and  this 

was only a temporary condition due to a slight  southward movement  nf   the 

front and  the  post-frontal cloud band. 

This weather system is typical of  those that occur perhaps onee a 

winter and bring the year's coldest temperatures with them.    One important 

difference,   though, was  the presence of  the cutoff low aloft to the south 

(Figs  12 and  15) and  the failure of significant northerly or northwesterly 

flow aloft to persist.    This might have Impelled the front out of  this 

area,  or, at least, cut down on the overrunning on the portion backed 

against the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains. 

This weather system is also very much  like  the more comnon-type rp 

outbreak except  that  the average cP front  is much weaker  than this and, 

due to the greater northerly flow aloft, moves much more rapidly and  is 

accompanied by  little more than middle and high  clouds,  a wind  shift, 

a temperature drop, and a pressure rise.    This  type of system is very 
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totnmon In thf  late fall,  winter, and early spring. 

f.     Example VI     (Reference Figures  10,  17 and  18):    This weather 

situation is   Included as an example of what happens when Gulf moisture 

is advccted around the east side of a low accompanying a cP frontal system. 

This moisture overruns the shallow frontal surface and In a short period 

of   time,  stratus hcs been adverted Into, or develops over, a large area 

behind   the front. 

Tills mP front,  supported  aloft by  the 500 mb wave from Oregon to 

At izoai  (Fin   18)  p.issed   throuRh Vance AFB at  2043Z on 17 November  19fc9 

wlii K' :i   low mi the  front  moved  through  the Kansas City area (Fit;  17). 

Cull   strilus  liMtl been adverted  to the east of  here by  the southerly Gulf 

t low ;ilie;ul nf   the front   (Fig  16).    This moisturo and stratus  then overran 

the   front  (KIK  17)   through Missouri northeast of  the low.    This stratus 

then .idveited   Into and developed In a large area to the rear of  the front. 

Hi is stratus  then adverted  Into Enid at 1438Z and persisted until mld- 

morninR  the  next  day. 
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Ill CLIMATIC AIDS 

All the data used In preparing these Climatic Aids, except tornado 

occurrence by county, were extracted  from the Revised Uniform Summary 

of  Surface Weather Observations  for Vance AFB. Enid. Oklahoma,  prepared 

bv  the Data  ProcessinR Division USAF ETAC,  Air Weather Service  (MAC), 

C.rov.' Arcade  BtilldlnK, Aslievllle,  N.C.,   13 September  1968. 
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FIGURE 26a. 
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IV    1.0CAI. I'ORECAST STUD IKS 

1.    Operational Weather Requirements; 

a.    Operational requirements for  the base are as follows: 

(1) 100 ft and/or 1/4 mile Is the radar approach operating 

minimum when operating on Runway 35L. 

(2) 200 ft and/or 1/2 mile is  XLS minimum to 35L. 

(3) 200 ft and/or 3/4 mile is  the minimum for T-38 dual  tube 

or T-38 flagpole or T-37 block plan or T-37 flagpole when operating 

on Runway  35. 

(4) 300 ft and/or 3/4 mile is the operating minimum when 

operating on Runway  17. 

(5) 400 ft and/or  1 1/4 mile is  the minimum for the options 

listed in la(3) when operating on Runway  17. 

(6) 700 ft and/or  2 miles is  the minimum for Rescue operations. 

(7) 1000 ft and/or 3 miles  is  the VFR minimum. 

(8) 1500 ft and/or  3 miles with 5 miles air-to-air  is  the 

minimum for all options  listed  in la(3)  plus T-37 dual patterns 

when operating on either runway. 

(9) 2000 ft and/or  3 miles with 5 miles alr-to-alr  is the 

minimum for  T-38 dual  cube or dual pattern,  T-37 block plan or T-37 

dual  tube,   and T-37 dual/solo patterns. 

(10) 2500 ft and/or  3 miles with 5 miles air-to-air  is  the 

minimum for T-37 block plan or T-37 dual tube, T-37 dual and  T-38 

dual/solo patterns. 
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(11) 2500 ft and/or 4 miles with  5 miles air-to-air is  the 

mlnlnum for  the operations  listed  in la(10),  plus VFR GCAs/Straight-ins 

to Center Runway. 

(12) 11,000 ft and/or 3 miles with 5 «lies air-to-air Is the 

minimum for unrestricted operations. 

(13) Surface winds of 25 knots from any direction is the maximum 

tolerable for the T-41 program and for Rescue operations. 

(i'O    RVR of  16 is the precision approach minimum for 35L. 

(15) RVR of  24  Is minimum for TACAN on 35 Left and ILS and 

locallzer  for 35L. 

(16) A crosswlnd component of 13 Kts Is the maximum tolerable 

for  the  flying  of  T-37  solos. 

(17) A crosswlnd component of  IS Kts Is the maximum tolerable 

for  the  flying of  T-38 solos. 

(18) A crosswlnd component of  17 Kts is the maximum allowable 

for T-37  operations. 

(19) A crosswlnd component of 25 Kts Is the maximum allowable 

for T-38 operations. 

b.    The most critical  terminal forecast problems for  the mission are: 

(1) Restricted ceilings and/or visibilities during student 

f lyinK. 

(2) Aircraft   Icing. 

(3) Thunderstorms with associated hazards. 

2.    Objective Forecast  Studies;    At the present  time, Detachmenr  15 

has  no  forecast  studies  in use. 
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3.     Special  Synoptic Studies; 

The Arctic Outbreak of  12-13-14 December 1958 Into  the mid-plains 

area of  the United States brought record breaking mininiuin temperatures 

and record snowfall to Vance Air Force Base, Oklahoma.    A total of 4.6 

Inches of snow fell in a 24 hour period, bringing the depth on the 

ground  to 6 Inches.    At 0757Z on 14 December 1958 the dry-bulb  tempera- 

ture was recorded at 1.2 degrees Fahrenheit, 

The key to this intrusion appeared on the 500 mb analysis OO00Z 

11 December.    The mean trough was located on a slightly tilted axis 

southwest-northeast from Texas to the Great Lakes while the mean ridge 

was over the Pacific coast line.     Superimposed on the mean long waves 

was a short-wave perturbation located just east of the west coast ridge. 

A weak thermal trough accompanied the perturbation.    A fairly large 

pocket of moist air was also present.    The 11/1200Z 500 mb analysis 

(Figure 28) moved the minor perturbation about 10 degrees east and at 

the same tine Introduced a second minor trough coning In on the west 

coast of Washington.    The axis of  the long wave ridge and trough had 

now moved about 5 degrees further east.    On the 12/0000Z 500 mb chart, 

the old perturbation was not much in evidence,  but the second short wave 

had  now moved about 10 degrees east and was breaking down the mean or 

long wave ridge.    The long wave  trough continued  to move easterly about 

5 degrees.    At this time the surface chart showed the polar front extend- 

ing out of a  low off  the North Carolina coast looping down into the Culf 

of Mexico and broken off  In Northern Mexico.    A weak Arctic front was 

located along  the southern periphery of an elongated Canadian High, 

This front extended from Montana southeast into Oklahoma.     In  the 
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meantime,   the combined efforts of the two minor perturbations were 

bcglnninR to deepen a well defined thermal trough over central Montana 

it  thi- M)0 mb   level .    Also a  low was beginning to deepen on the surfate 

in tho Texas  panhandle.    This mechanism set off  the precipitation  In 

the area Just east of the Rockies from southern Oklahoma to Montana. 

In the meantime the minor waves were entering the long wave trough and 

beßlnnlng to flatten out the bottom of  the long wave trough,  and by 

1V1200Z  (Figure 12) had formed a minor axis from Texas northward up 

through Nebraska.    The combination of  the deepening of the thermal 

trough and  Che flattening out of the small wave perturbation set up 

tin   short-lived baroclinic feature that deepened the low over the Texas 

panhandle resulting in easterly flow over Oklahoma, bringing record 

snowfalls.    The minimum temperature,  of  course, was associated with 

the subsequent arrival of  the Arctic high and clearing as  the Arctic 

front extended  Itself  further south. 
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